Assignment #1: Familiarize Yourself with the AP Art & Design Process
A.P. Studio Art is a course unlike any other A.P. course. Over the next year, you will work to
create a significant body of artwork about a topic that matters to YOU. Using research,
experimentation, and revision, you will push the limits of your technical skills and conceptual
ideas to leave this course with a solid artistic practice that you can build upon independently in
the future. I am so excited to see what you will create!
Because of the unique nature of the course, I expect you to familiarize yourself with everything
that is available to you on the College Board website regarding the format of this course. (Follow
this link for an overview of the exam.) Please read this overview and follow any pertinent links
before moving on to Assignment #2 & #3.
Assignment #2: Getting to Know You as an Artist
Please reflect on the following questions and complete them as thoroughly as possible. Do this
by yourself and spend as much time as needed to complete. Be honest, as there are no wrong
answers.
About You:
What are your goals as an artist?

What do you hope to learn from this class?

What is your preferred media for creating art?

What media have you never tried, but are interested in?

Do you plan to go to college?

yes
no

Where? (This can be general, i.e. art school vs. liberal arts)

What are your future plans regarding art? Check all that apply.
college art/design major

career in art/design after HS or college

some college classes in art

hobby artist

other, explain
How do you “interact” with art in your life? Do you attend local art festivals or shows? Visit
museums or galleries? Follow artists who inspire you on social media? Watch art YouTube
videos? Explain.

About Your Interests:
List 3-5 of your favorite activities; for example, bike riding on the lakefront or attending a
musical concert. Be as specific and detailed as possible.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
List 3 memories that stand out from your life.
1.
2.
3.
List 3 places that have made you feel comfortable and at ease; for example, a family cottage or
as friend’s home. Remember to be specific.
1.
2.

3.
List 3 places that have made you feel ill at ease, uncomfortable or tense; for example, a
foreign country, a crowded event, a basement, or a dark hallway.
1.
2.
3.
List 3 individual pieces of music that you like. After each, write the specific image or mood that
comes to your mind when you think of it or listen to it. Be Specific!
1.
2.
3.
List 3 Films that have influenced you. Describe what about them has inspired you.
1.
2.
3.
List 3 art styles or artists that interest you.
1.
2.
3.
What is your LEAST favorite type of art? Why?

Is there anything else I should know about you to help you have the best experience possible in
this course?

Assignment #3: Create a Work of Art!
Last, but certainly not least, you will create a work of art this summer to kickstart your
journey. If you are taking this course, it is likely you already make art on your own – therefore,
this final assignment will be left open-ended. I want to see what you can accomplish without any
specific prompt. Be sure to document your artistic process using sketches, progress images,
reference pictures, drafts, research, etc.
The artwork, along with any supplemental materials you used throughout the process, will be
due at the start of our first full class. You will also write a short paragraph explaining the idea
and process behind your work in detail. This written portion will also be due the first full day of
class.
Good luck! Feel free to email me over the summer with any questions you may have. I will be
checking my email periodically.

